
Internal meeting minutes #3 
 

Date 3rd May 2017 

Time 1900 - 2230 

Mode & Venue Physical, Singapore Management University, SMU Labs 

Attendees Alicia, Ling Wei, Ryan, Timothy, Wen li, Xin Yi 

Agenda 1) Share what we learn/discover about Workplace@FB API, 
various deployment servers, version controlling tools & 
Tableau. 

2) Orientation on project management tools - how to use Asana 
Premium 

3) Review Prof Ben’s feedback on our first proposal draft. 
- Discuss brief architecture diagram 
- Discuss brief workflow scenario 

Meeting 
minutes 

- Covered git, sourcetree, atom for version controlling 
- Covered Heroku development workflow. 
- Explain shared repository model and feature branching. 
- Discuss on possible conventions for commit messages. 
- Walkthrough how to use Asana and demonstrated a template to 

be used for planning meetings. 
- Went through possible process flows & decision paths for event 

registration, event feedback and facility booking. 
- Shared how to use Workplace@FB webhooks 

(a) Ryan demonstrated a basic chatbot he developed and explain 
the code behind it. 

- Shared and explain what are nodes, edges and fields in 
Workplace@FB API.  

- Relook at “sponsor meeting minutes #1” and match feasibility of 
sponsor’s requirements with the technology/tools we explored. 
(a) Decided not to employ Tableau as a tool to develop analytic 
dashboard. Reason - Tableau Public is insufficient to meet the 
security concerns of sponsors. Only Tableau Server is 
possible/able to meet the security concerns. 
(b) Decided on node js to implement analytics dashboard as well. 
(c) Current technology/tools intended to develop Event 
registration/feedback modules & facility booking modules are 
feasible as of now. 

- Group agreed deliverable of: Facility chatbot and facility mockup 
system to demo to sponsor. 

- Pictures taken in meeting are available on the third page. 

To-do-list - Integrate Asana and github 
- Continue learning Workplace@FB API and the necessary 

frameworks/languages 
- Look for alternative frameworks/libraries that allow us to 



develop a custom application for dashboard modules. 
- Brainstorm on mock up systems to be used with our chatbots. 
- Come up with designs for dashboard  

 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 2230. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there 
are no amendments in the next day.  
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Pictures taken during meetings 
 
Development/Production workflow discussion 

 
 
 
  



Explanation of how a custom app can overcome limitations of Tableau Public 

 
 


